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Abstract
3

This paper compares several approximate methods for calculating rate coefficients for the O( P)
+ HCl reaction to presumably more accurate quantum mechanical calculations based on applying
the J-shifting approximation (QM/JS) to an accurate cumulative reaction probability for J = 0.
All calculations for this work employ the recent S4 potential energy surface, which presents a
number of challenges for the approximate methods. The O + HCl reaction also poses a
significant challenge to computational dynamics because of the heavy-light-heavy mass
combination and the broad noncollinear reaction path. The approximate methods for calculating

2
the thermal rate coefficient that are examined in this article are quasiclassical trajectories (QCT),
conventional transition state theory (TST), variational transition state theory employing the
improved canonical variational theory (ICVT), ICVT with the microcanonical optimized
multidimensional tunneling correction (ICVT/µOMT), and reduced dimensionality quantum
mechanical calculations based on adiabatic bend and J-shifting (QM/AB-JS) approximations. It
is seen that QCT, TST, and ICVT rate coefficients agree with each other within a factor of 2.7 at
250 K and 1.6 at l000 K, whereas inclusion of tunneling by the ICVT/µOMT, QM/AB-JS, or
QM/JS methods increases the rate coefficients considerably. However, the ICVT/µOMT and
QM/AB-JS methods yield significantly lower rate coefficients than the QM/JS calculations,
especially at lower temperatures. We also report and discuss calculations for the state-selected
3

reaction of O( P) with HCl in the first excited vibrational state. In addition to the dynamics
calculations, we report new electronic structure calculations by the multi-coefficient Gaussian-3
(MCG3) method that indicate that one possible source of disagreement between the QM/JS rate
coefficients and experiment is that the barrier on the S4 surface may be too narrow.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The development of approximate methods for reaction dynamics is vital for the study of
polyatomic systems because practical converged quantal calculations are restricted to few-body
systems. However approximate methods should be validated against accurate quantum
mechanical calculations as widely as possible in order to establish their reliability and range of
applicability. The subject of this paper is the calculation of thermal and vibrational-state3

selected rate coefficients for the O( P) + HCl → OH + Cl reaction using a variety of
approximate dynamical methods. The rate coefficients obtained from these calculations are
1

compared in the present paper to a set of results based on accurate three-dimensional quantum
mechanical calculations for total angular momentum J = 0 combined with the J-shifting
approximation (QM/JS). All these dynamical calculations are based on the same potential
energy surface (PES). This three-atom system poses many challenges for the dynamical methods
employed due to the nature of the potential energy surface and the presence of two relatively
massive atoms and one hydrogen.
3

The reaction is assumed to occur only on the the A″ electronic state of the three-atom
system. The representation of this state used in the present study is the S4 PES of Ramachandran
2

3

et al. This surface is based on scaled ab initio electronic structure calculations at the
2

MR-CISD+Q/cc-pVTZ level. Quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations on the S4 surface
2

have produced product rotational distributions, vibrational branching ratios, and energy disposal
4

5

patterns in excellent agreement with the experiments of Zhang et al. In this regard, the S4 PES
appears to be more accurate than earlier potential surfaces based on scaled ab initio
calculations.

6–8

1

However, more recent investigations by Skokov et al. and Nobusada et al.

9

have indicated that the reaction rate coefficients for the S4 surface are larger than experiment,
indicating that the barrier may be too low or too thin or both.
The approximate methods reported in this paper can be classified into three broad
categories: (I) those that do not account for tunneling, (II) those that include tunneling using
semiclassical methods, and (III) those that use quantum mechanics on an effective potential of
reduced dimensionality. Included in the first category are QCT calculations,
transition state theory (TST),

11

10

and variational transition state theory (VTST).

conventional

12–15

From among
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the range of algorithms that may be employed for the latter, we choose the improved canonical
variational theory (ICVT)

13,14

as implemented in the program POLYRATE.

16

In category II, we

consider ICVT calculations that incorporate semiclassically calculated tunneling contributions,
obtained using the microcanonical optimized multidimensional tunneling (µOMT)

17

approximation for transmission coefficients. This method has been widely validated.

18,19

Finally, in category III is an approximate quantum mechanical method in which the adiabatic
bend (QM/AB) approximation

20–22

23

is used to reduce the dimensionality and the J-shifting

approximation is used to obtain approximate results (QM/AB-JS) for higher J in terms of those
for J = 0.
The presumably more accurate quantum mechanical method used to obtain rate
coefficients, to which the results of these approximate methods are compared in the present
article, is accurate quantum mechanics (QM) for J = 0 combined with J-shifting (QM/JS) to
obtain higher J dynamics. In a more general context, a more accurate way to extend calculations
at one or a few J values to all J is the separable rotation approximation (SRA)

24,25

based on

results for J > 0 but, in this paper, J-shifting is applied only to J = 0 results. Both J-shifting and
the SRA (or, in the terminology of Nobusada and Nakamura, the “extended J-shift
26

3

approximation”) were tested recently against accurate quantum calculations for the O( P) +
6

HCl reaction using the potential energy surface obtained by Koizumi, Schatz, and Gordon
(KSG), and both approximations were found to be accurate to within 20% or better over a

temperature range of 200–800 K. Based on these tests, and on the fact that the results in Ref. 1
9

agree with QM/JS results of Nobusada et al. on the same PES within 20% over the 300–1000 K
temperature range, one might assume that the results of Ref. 1 are accurate to better than a factor
of 1.5 for the S4 potential and, in that sense, they serve as the benchmark against which the
approximate methods mentioned above are tested.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we briefly
describe each of the methods mentioned above. We also include in Section II a discussion of the
3

special difficulties posed by the O( P) + HCl reaction for the VTST and semiclassical tunneling
methods, which require estimating accurate generalized transition state partition coefficients and
effective tunneling potentials. In Section III, we present the results of the dynamics calculations

5
and discuss their implications. Section IV presents new electronic structure calculations of the
saddle point properties. Finally, we conclude in Section V with a summary of the present article
and a discussion of its implications.

II. METHODS
II.A. Quasiclassical trajectory method
The quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) method has been a workhorse of gas-phase reaction
dynamics for a long time. A complete description of the QCT method has been given
elsewhere,

10

and detailed studies of the reliability or unreliability of QCT methods in the context

of elementary gas phase reactions have been conducted.

27–32

The QCT calculations of the

present work were used to obtain initial-rovibrational-state-selected reaction cross sections
σvj(Erel) as a function of the relative translational energy Erel, where v is initial vibrational
quantum number and j is initial rotational quantum number, from which the vibrational-stateselecteded rate coefficients kv(T) and thermal rate coefficients k(T) were obtained by standard
procedures.

10

II.B. Transition state theory and variational transition state theory
11,14,15,33

Conventional

12–15,33

and variational

transition state theory (denoted TST and

VTST, respectively) will both be used in this paper. In particular, we will use VTST in the form
of the improved canonical variational theory (ICVT), which is described elsewhere.

13,14

Therefore, we focus here on the special challenges posed by the S4 PES for TST and VTST
methods. The two main issues here are (a) the accurate treatment of the bending energy levels
and (b) the evaluation of the partition functions. The first issue concerns how well the analytical
fit we use in the partition function calculation approximates the bending potential on the S4
surface; the second concerns how the bending energy levels are computed for that approximate
potential.
The saddle point and minimum-energy path (MEP) are bent on the S4 surface (bond
angle 131 deg, i.e., about 50 degrees from collinear), but the double-well bend potential is
relatively shallow—only 3.18 kcal/mol if we straighten the saddle geometry and re-optimize
bond lengths. (Note that 1 kcal/mol ≡ 4.184 kJ/mol.) There are two options for treating a nearly

6
linear system: one can use a collinear reference path with a double-well bend potential, as has
been implemented

34

35

in the ABCRATE computer code

with a quadratic-quartic bend potential; or

one can use a nonlinear reference path. Although the former treatment is preferred for low
barriers to collinearity,

34

in the present case, it is difficult to fit the entire bend potential (over the

whole range from minimum to minimum) to a single quadratic-quartic potential (but the
important region near the minima can be treated accurately by the WKB method). Furthermore,
a very critical issue is that the harmonic frequency for the bound stretching frequency changes
significantly in going from the collinear higher-order saddle point to the bent first-order saddle
–1

–1

point (490 cm versus 1523 cm ). In light of the dominance of the bent region in the thermal
average, it is better to do the harmonic analysis near the bottom of the bending well so that the
stretch mode is better represented by harmonic frequencies along the bent MEP. The relatively
large difference in stretch harmonic frequencies at the collinear and bent geometries is an
indication of coupling between these modes which is neglected in the current VTST approaches.
This is one aspect of the S4 PES that makes it difficult to treat. Nevertheless, it seems clear that
the treatment using a noncollinear reference path is more reasonable for this case, and this is the
approach we used. In particular the thermal rate coefficient calculations for the present paper
16,36,37

were carried out with the POLYRATE program
internal coordinates,

16,38

using a nonlinear reference path, curvilinear

and the harmonic approximation for the stretch and a nondegenerate

bend. A possibly significant qualitative result that emerges from the collinear-reference-path
calculations is that the collinear-reference treatment leads to a greatly increased contribution
from large-curvature tunneling paths.
39

We found that the Euler integration method without stabilization

was the best method

for calculating the MEP on the S4 surface, and our final results are calculated by this method
–4

with a reduced mass (scaling mass) of 1 amu and a fixed step size of 2 × 10
–10

= 1 bohr = 0.5292 x 10

a0. (Note that 1 a0

m.) The MEP has an entrance-valley well of depth 1.64 kcal/mol, a

barrier of height 9.78 kcal/mol, and a product-valley well of depth 5.18 kcal/mol relative to
reactants. The reactant valley well has a collinear configuration of the three atom system while
the barrier and the product valley well are at O-H-Cl angles of 131.6° and 80.4°, respectively.
The zero-point-exclusive energy of reaction is –0.09 kcal/mol, and ∆H0 (which includes zero-
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point energy) is equal to 0.96 kcal/mol. The vibrational frequencies at the five stationary points
are given in Table 1.
13

The relative vibrationally adiabatic ground-state potential curve, ∆VG
a (s), is defined by
G

G

G

∆Va (s) = VMEP(s) + ε (s) − ε (s = −∞)

(1)

where VMEP(s) and s are the potential energy (relative to reactants) and distance (relative to the
saddle point) along the MEP, ε G (s) is the ground-state energy of the bound modes (i.e., those
transverse to the MEP), and the last term of (1) is the ground-state energy of reactants. The
G

potential ∆Va (s) peaks at 8.31 kcal/mol at s = –0.08 a0, where VMEP(s) is 9.60 kcal/mol as
compared to values of ∆VG
a and VMEP(s) of 8.21 and 9.78 kcal/mol, respectively at the saddle
point (s = 0). Therefore, the variational transition state is at s = –0.08 a0 at T = 0 K. Using
curvilinear coordinates,

16,38

–1

as we do here, yields bound frequencies of 1702 and 313 cm at s =

–0.08 a0, whereas the less physical rectilinear treatment

14

–1

yields 1673 and 288 cm . These

differences become more pronounced for locations farther from the transition state. For
–1

example, at s = –0.40 a0, the curvilinear treatment gives 2546 and 444 cm , whereas the
–1

rectilinear one gives 2511 and 353 cm .
At finite temperature, we employed improved canonical variational theory (ICVT).

14,40

The variational transition state location varies from s = –0.07 a0 at 200 K to –0.19 a0 at 1500 K.
At the latter location ∆VaG and VMEP are 8.12 and 8.93 kcal/mol, respectively. Thus, at 1500 K,
the dynamical bottleneck for a canonical ensemble is located before the saddle point at a dividing
surface where the reaction-path energy is still 0.85 kcal/mol below the saddle.
We also calculated state-selected rate coefficients for HCl in the excited v = 1 state in
which the bound stretch mode was adiabatically restricted to the first excited state along the
portion of the reaction path prior to the first local maximum in the reaction-path curvature; this
is called partial-reaction-path (PRP) adiabaticity in a previous paper,

41

and we will use the same

notation here. In particular, these calculations employed improved canonical variational theory
(ICVT) and are denoted ICVT-AS(PRP), where the last part of the acronym denotes adiabatic
stretch over the partial reaction path. The general method used to perform these state-selected
calculations has been described elsewhere.

41-47

For the v = 1 calculations we replaced the

harmonic treatment of the stretch coordinate by a rectilinear state-selected treatment

14

using the

8
WKB approximation, as discussed elsewhere.

48

We also replaced the harmonic approximation

for the bend by using the WKB approximation in rectilinear coordinates for the ground bend
level and the curvilinear

38

49

Morse I approximation with a De(min)

14

value of 106.48 kcal/mol

for excited bend levels.
It is well known that the stretch cannot necessarily be assumed to be adiabatic over the
full reaction path.

41

However, there is no good theory for precisely where to relax the adiabatic

constraint. Thus the calculations presented here use the recommendation of Ref. 41, i.e., the
location of the first local maximum in the curvature. These calculations have interest primarily
as a model treatment and serve as a diagnostic of the extent of adiabaticity. It is not clear if the
WKB approximation in rectilinear coordinates is adequate; studies with a collinear reference
path showed a much greater increase in the rate coefficient on switching from a curvilinear
Morse I stretch to a curvilinear WKB stretch than the bent-reference-path calculations show for a
switch from a curvilinear Morse I stretch to a rectilinear WKB stretch; furthermore the v =1
calculations have the same complications due to mode coupling (discussed above) that the
thermal rate coefficient calculations have.
We also present some calculations of the J = 0 cumulative reaction probability (CRP).
The first such set of calculations is based on harmonic conventional TST without tunneling. The
CRP is defined as the sum of all state-to-state reaction probabilities at a given total energy, and
its approximation by TST is explained elsewhere.

50–52

The second set is discussed in Section

II.C.
II.C. Tunneling contributions
For the thermal (i.e., non-state selected) reaction, tunneling was included by the
microcanonical optimized multidimensional tunneling (µOMT) approximation.

17

In the present

case, the ICVT/µOMT results were computed using the harmonic approximation for both the
bound stretching mode and the nondegenerate bend. In the µOMT method, the larger of the
centrifugal-dominant small-curvature adiabatic ground-state (CD-SCSAG) transmission
53,54

and the large-curvature ground-state version-3 (LCG3) transmission

17,54

at each total energy is selected. The µOMT results agree very well with the

Coefficient
coefficient

9
CD-SCSAG ones for the present reaction on the S4 surface because the small-curvature
tunneling paths dominate over large-curvature ones.
The tunneling contribution in the partial-reaction-path adiabatic-stretch approximation for
the v = 1 reaction rate was estimated by the CD-SCSAG approximation. The results obtained by
adding this tunneling approximation to the v = 1 ICVT-AS(PRP) rate coefficients are denoted
ICVT-AS(PRP)/SCT. The calculation of state-selected tunneling contributions is discussed
further in previous papers.

41–47,55,56

We also calculated the J = 0 CRP implied by the harmonic ICVT/µOMT calculation.
Since the ICVT transition state depends on T, the CRP that it implies depends on T as well, but
the dependence is slight so we only present the results calculated for T = 300 K. Let s* denote
the location of the ICVT transition state. Note that s* depends on temperature. (It is this
G
dependence on T that makes the CRP depend on T.) Let Va (s) denote the vibrationally

adiabatic ground-state potential curve relative to the classical energy of reactants, i.e.,

VaG ( s) = ∆VaG ( s ) + ε G ( s = −∞)

(2)

and let the maximum of VaG (s) be denoted VAG. Then the J = 0 CRP implied by the
ICVT/µOMT calculation is
CRP =

å P( E − V
α

ICVT
MEP ( s ) − εα

+ V AG )

(3)

where P(E) is the ground-state µOMT transmission probability at energy E, and εαICVT is the
α-th energy level of the generalized transition state at s*. One calculates the energy levels as a
function of the two vibrational quantum numbers and then puts them in increasing order to get
the list of εαICVT values. Note that transmission probability and, therefore, the CRP vanishes for
E < E0, where E0 is the greater of the ground state energies of the reactants and products. For the
S4 surface, E0 = 5.34 kcal/mol, the zero-point energy of OH + Cl.
II.D. Reduced-dimensionality quantum mechanical calculations
The reduced-dimensionality-adiabatic-bend approach used here (denoted QM/AB for J =
0 and QM/AB-JS when extended to all J as explained in Section I) has been described in detail
elsewhere,

20

so we only give a brief description of it here along with details relevant for the

10
present application. In this approach the two radial degrees of freedom are treated by a fully
coupled quantum reactive scattering approach for zero total angular momentum. The remaining
angular degree of freedom is treated adiabatically. The potential governing the reduced
dimensionality two-degree-of-freedom dynamics is an effective potential given by the sum of a
minimized three-degree-of-freedom potential plus the local adiabatic bend energy. In the present
case, the S4 potential was minimized with respect to the OHCl bond angle, θ, for fixed values of
the rOH and rHCl bond lengths. At each point in the two-dimensional (rOH, rHCl) space, the local
57

bending frequency, ωb(rOH, rHCl), was determined as follows. The standard 3 × 3 G-matrix

was calculated and inverted, and the diagonal element (G–1)θ,θ was used together with Vθ ,θ , the
second derivative of the potential with respect to θ to determine ω b (rOH ,rHCl ) from the
equation

ωb ( rOH , rHCl ) =

Vθ ,θ

(G −1 )θ ,θ

(4)

This approach is not exactly equivalent to performing a constrained normal mode analysis;
however, the resulting bend frequency at the saddle point, 260 cm–1, is in good agreement with
normal mode result of 290 cm–1.
The reduced-dimensionality scattering calculations are done in Jacobi coordinates r (the
HCl bond length) and R (the distance of O to the center of mass of HCl) for J = 0 with the
Hamiltonian

H = Tr + TR + Vmin(r,R) + Dω b (r,R)(nb + 1/ 2) ,

(5)



where Tr and TR are the usual radial kinetic energy operators, Vmin is the minimized potential,

and the last term is the local adiabatic bending energy for the bend state nb . The transformation
from bond lengths in Eq. (4) to Jacobi coordinates in Eq. (5) was done using collinear kinematics
although the saddle point is bent. The two-dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger equation in
2

r and R was solved using the recently developed L method with damping.

58

This method has
58

been described and tested previously for the three-dimensional D + H2 reaction
been applied previously to the O + HCl reaction.

1

and has also

11
2

For the present work, the reduced-dimensionality L calculations were carried out using a
basis of 6500 eigenstates of the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (5) for the ground bend state, spanning
a range in R from 3.0 to 12.5 a0 and in r from 1.5 to 9.0 a0. Calculations were also carried out
with smaller bases to test the convergence of the results. These calculations yield the total
reaction probability for J = 0 for various initial vibrational quantum numbers v of HCl and for
the ground bend state quantum numbers n2 of the three-atom system as a function of the total
energy E. If we denote this probability by Pv(E;n2 = 0) then, as shown in detail elsewhere,

22

the

CRP for J = 0 is given approximately by
N J=0 = å
v

é
ù
P
(
E;n
=
0
)
+
å
P
(
E
−
n
hcω
;n
=
0
)
v
2
2 2
êë v 2
úû
n2 =1

(6)

where ω2 is the bend frequency of the transition state. One includes as many terms in the sum as
are required for convergence. Then applying J-shifting to the J = 0 CRP [as was done to the
exact CRP in Eq. (3) of Ref. 1] the full CRP can be obtained in the J-shifting approximation, and
from it the thermal rate coefficient, as given in detail in Ref. 1. The QM/AB-JS thermal rate
coefficient was obtained using the saddle point harmonic bend frequency and rotation constants.
The initial state-selected rate coefficient for v = 1 is obtained following the above steps
except that only the v = 1 term is included in Eq. (6). The QM/AB-JS results used the bend
frequency (220 cm–1) of the variational transition state for v = 1 instead of the bend frequency of
the saddle point (290 cm–1).
II.E.

Quantum mechanical calculations with J-shifting
Another set of calculations was carried out in which the J = 0 dynamics was solved

accurately in the full dimensionality, by time-dependent wave-packet propagation. These
calculations are denoted as QM for J = 0 and QM/JS when extended to all J by the J-shifting
approximation. Full details of these calculations are given in Ref. 1. The only difference
between the reduced-dimensionality and full-dimensionality thermal and initial-vibrational-stateselected rate coefficient is in the CRP for J = 0.

12
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

III.A. Thermal rate coefficients
The thermal rate coefficients are given in Table 2. All rate coefficients in this article
include the multiple-surface coefficient,

59

which is the degeneracy of the transition state (which
3

3

is 3) divided by the electronic partition coefficient of the P2,1,0 states of O. For O( P) + HCl,
this ratio varies from 0.46 at 250 K to 0.37 at 1000 K. The thermal rate coefficients are also
presented in Figure 1. The QM/JS calculations in all tables and figures are from Ref. 1; they
agree with the QM/JS results of Ref. 9, calculated using R-matrix propagation in hyperspherical
elliptic coordinates,

60

within 11% at 300 K, 3% at 600 K, and 20% at 1000 K, and they will

serve as a standard against which to compare the more approximate methods.
The ICVT transition state is located at s = –0.074 a0 at 250 K (where the frequencies are
1687 and 311 cm–1, the bond distances are 2.50 (OH) and 2.61 (HCl) a0, and the bond angle is
131 deg); at 1000 K, it is at s = –0.122 a0 (where the frequencies are 1813 and 327 cm–1, the
bond distances are 2.55 (OH) and 2.58 (HCl) a0, and the bond angle is 130 deg). It is seen that
the QCT, TST, and ICVT results are reasonably close to each other (within a factor of 2.7) over
the entire temperature range, and they are even closer at high temperature (a factor of 1.6 at 1000
K). The difference between the ICVT and ICVT/µOMT results indicates the magnitude of the
semiclassical tunneling correction, which is significant at low temperature. As mentioned in
Section II.C, the large-curvature tunneling approximation gave smaller transmission coefficients
than the small-curvature tunneling approximation; we have found in previous work that largecurvature tunneling sometimes but not always dominates for heavy-light-heavy bimolecular
reactions. Given the importance of tunneling in a heavy-light-heavy reaction involving the
exchange of a hydrogen atom with an appreciable barrier, it is not surprising that the QM/JS rate
coefficients are significantly higher than those predicted by methods that do not include
tunneling. The inclusion of semiclassical tunneling calculations in the ICVT/µOMT rate
coefficients improves the situation, but not as much as one expects from previous tests of this
method against accurate quantum results. As discussed above, this reaction exhibits significant
bend-stretch coupling, and it also probably has significant bend-rotation coupling; for these
reasons we suspect that the separation of rotation from vibration and the separable-mode

13
harmonic approximation are responsible for the larger than usual deviation of the ICVT/µOMT
rate coefficients from the benchmark ones. Table 2 does not give CVT/µOMT rate coefficients,
but they agree with the ICVT/µOMT rate coefficients within 2% over the temperature range
shown.
The reduced dimensionality-adiabatic bend (QM/AB-JS) results lie below the
ICVT/µOMT results over the entire range of temperatures examined. To elucidate the source of
the errors in the QM/AB-JS calculations of the thermal rate coefficient we compare the QM and
QM/AB CRPs for zero total angular momentum in Figure 2. For reference, the conventional
harmonic TST CRP and the J = 0 CRP implied by the harmonic ICVT/µOMT calculations are
also plotted in this figure. As seen here, the QM CRP exhibits a highly structured dependence on
E. This is especially prominent and significant for energies in the tunneling regime, and the
figure shows that this structure is not found in the QM/AB calculations. The conventional
harmonic TST CRP exceeds the exact one for E > 0.6 eV, and it is roughly a factor of two larger
than at 0.8 eV. This indicates that recrossing of the conventional transition state and/or
anharmonicity is very significant at these higher energies. ICVT corrects for recrossing at the
saddle point by applying the no-recrossing assumption at the ICVT variational transition state;
the ICVT/µOMT results are too low, probably (as discussed in the previous paragraph) because
of the separable-mode character of the present treatment. The ICVT/µOMT results are,
however, larger and more accurate than the QM/AB results; one possible reason for this is that
the CD-SCSAG and µOMT approximations include corner cutting tunneling through the bend
degree of freedom, whereas this is neglected in the QM/AB calculations. In order to test this, we
repeated the ICVT/SCT calculations (which agree well with the ICVT/µOMT ones) with no
corner cutting allowed in the bend coordinate. This reduces the predicted rate coefficient, but by
only 18% at 150 K and 12% at 298-300 K. Thus the effect is not large enough to be the dominant
error in the QM/AB-JS calculations.
For both ICVT/µOMT and the adiabatic bend approximation, the deviations from the
accurate CRP is larger than in previously studied atom-diatom systems with a simple barrier.
Since the resonance structure in the accurate CRP is absent in the calculations that assume an
adiabatic bend, these resonances may have something to do with the breakdown.

14
Table 3 and Figure 3 show the results for the KSG surface. The QCT results for this
comparison has been taken from the work of Aoiz et al.,

61

the QM/JS results are from Ref. 1, and

the remaining results are from computations performed for Ref. 8. There are several interesting
differences between the behavior of the rate coefficients for the S4 and KSG surfaces. Once
again, the QCT, TST, and ICVT results are in good agreement with each other at low
temperature, but the TST and ICVT results are much higher than the QCT results at higher
temperatures. In fact, the ICVT results are higher than the QCT results by a factor of 2.3 at 600
K. At 1000 K, the ICVT rate coefficients are larger than the QM/JS ones by a factor of 1.65,
19

which is larger than the more typical overestimate of a factor of 1.2–1.3 at this temperature. In
contrast to the results on the S4 surface, however, the ICVT/µOMT and QM/JS results on the
KSG surface are in reasonably good agreement with each other, agreeing within a factor of 2.4
over the entire temperature range. It is also noteworthy that the difference between the ICVT
and ICVT/µOMT rate coefficients are smaller on the KSG surface than the S4 surface at every
temperature examined, indicating that the effective barrier on the KSG surface permits less
tunneling than that on the S4 surface.
3

62–72

Experimental measurements of thermal rate coefficients for the O( P) + HCl reaction
span the temperature range of 293–1480 K. These values agree almost perfectly with the

ICVT/µOMT curve for the S4 surface in Figure 1. However, since the QM/JS results on both the
S4 and KSG surfaces lie above the experimental curve, it appears that this good agreement
results from a cancellation of errors between those due to the potential energy surface and those
due to the ICVT/µOMT dynamics.
One further aspect of the thermal rate constants that merits discussion is the
phenomenological Arrhenius activation energy Ea. This was calculated from several of the sets
of theoretical or experimental rate constants by fitting the thermal rate coefficients at two
temperatures T1 and T2 to the expression
k(T) = Ae–Ea/RT,

(7)

and the results are summarized in Table 4. For the calculated results, the temperatures used are
T1= 300 K and T2 = 800 K. For the experimental results, T1 = the lowest temperature at which
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experimental results were reported, and T2 = lower of the highest temperature at which
experimental results were reported and 800 K. (This yields a T range of 293–718 K for Ref. 68
and a T range of 350–800 K for Ref. 72.) Table 4 shows that the QCT, TST, and ICVT results,
none of which include tunneling, give fairly high energies of activation for the S4 surface, in the
range 7.9–8.7 kcal/mol, whereas the ICVT/µOMT, QM/AB-JS, and QM/JS methods, which all
do include tunneling, give energies of activation that are about 2 kcal/mol lower, in particular
5.7–7.2 kcal/mol. A tunneling effect of this magnitude is not too unusual for a hydrogen atom
transfer reaction. The tunneling effect is smaller, only about 1 kcal/mol, for the KSG surface.
Trying to decide which surface is preferred on the basis of Ea alone can be very misleading, and
is particularly impossible in the present case since the ICVT/µOMT activation energies for both
surfaces agree with both sets of experimental results within their experimental uncertainties.
III.B. State-selected rate coefficients
Table 5 and Figure 4 present QCT, adiabatic-stretch (partial-reaction-path) variational
transition state theory, and QM/AB-JS results for v = 1. It is clear from Table 4 and Figure 4 that
there are significant differences between the QCT and ICVT results, in contrast to the case of the
thermal rate coefficients. The conventional TST results are not given but would be very large.
An examination of the vibrationally adiabatic potentials for the v = 0 and v = 1 states, presented
in Figure 5, helps to elucidate this behavior. If the stretch is adiabatic over the full reaction path,
the dynamical-bottleneck for kv=1(T) is located in the entrance valley at all temperatures. On the
other hand, the TST results would be evaluated using the classical barrier height and partition
functions at the saddle point. The difference between the ICVT and the ICVT-AS/SCT rate
coefficients is a measure of the semiclassically calculated contribution for tunneling through the
effective barrier, which is shown in Figure 5 and is broader than that for the v = 0 case. As a
result of this broadness, if the transmission coefficients were calculated under the assumption of
full-reaction-path stretch adiabaticity, they would be significantly smaller than the values
actually obtained, which range from 9.9 at 250 K to 1.7 at 1000 K. Even after including these
tunneling contributions, though, the PRP adiabatic stretch rate coefficients are too small, by
factors of 9-10 at 250-300 K, 5 at 400 K, and 3 at 500 K. The fact that the deviations are
significantly larger than for ICVT/SCT calculations on the the thermal rate coefficient provides
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useful physical information about the state-selected reaction; in particular, it indicates that the
assumption of stretch adiabaticity all the way up to the state-selected variational transition state
may be invalid. We have seen the effect of vibrational nonadiabaticity of even high-frequency
modes in previous work on the O + H2 and H + OH reactions,
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although in previous cases, the

breakdown appears to have occurred relatively later. The QCT results are more accurate than the
ICVT results, but the QCT results are not expected to be reliable for v =1 because they do not
retain the quantization effects even when the system is quantum mechanically vibrationally
adiabatic; the good agreement of the QCT results for v = 1 with the accurate results may be due
to a cancellation between excessive nonadiabatic leak and neglect of tunneling.
The QM/AB-JS rate coefficient for v = 1 is in good agreement with the QM/JS one. This
agreement contrasts to the comparison for the thermal rate coefficient (which is dominated by the
v = 0 contribution over the temperature range considered). To investigate this we compare the
QM/AB and QM CRPs for v =1 and J = 0 in Figure 6. The QM CRP is highly structured,
whereas the QM/AB one is monotonically increasing with E. However, unlike the full CRP for J
= 0, the QM/AB one is roughly the average of the accurate CRP for v = 1.
73–77

Experimental measurements of vibrational state selected rate coefficients

are

complicated by the rapid relaxation of the v = 1 state of HCl. Therefore, most experiments
directly measure the total rate of disappearance of HCl(v = 1), both due to vibrational relaxation
77

–14

and reaction. However, Kneba and Wolfrum report an absolute rate coefficient of 6.4 x 10
3

–1

cm molecule s

3

2

2

for O( P) + HCl(v = 1) → OH(v = 0) + Cl ( P3/2, P1/2) at 298 K. This is in

good agreement with the QM/JS value of kv=1(T) given in Table 4. The QM/JS rate coefficients
on the S4 surface are larger than the experimental value by only about 23%.

IV. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

(

)

‡
‡
The saddle point geometry rOH
, rHCl
, and θ‡OHCl and barrier height (V‡) of the S4

surface are given in Table 6, in the row corresponding to s = 0. Since the most accurate available
quantum mechanical rate coefficients for this surface are larger than experiment, it is interesting
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to carry out additional electronic structure calculations to explore the convergence of the saddle
point properties.
Although the cc-pVTZ basis used for the S4 surface is very good for first-row elements,
it suffers from insufficient spanning of the tight d space. This deficiency is corrected in the
modified G3 large basis set (denoted MG3), which is used in the Multi-Coefficient Gaussian-3
method (denoted MCG3).

78

The MCG3 method includes an extrapolation to an infinite basis

one-electron basis set and an infinite-order treatment of the many-electron correlation
energy.

78,79

80

In the present paper we use versions 2s

81

and 2m of the MCG3 method.

MCG3 calculations were carried out for 6 points on the S4 MEP, including the S4 saddle
point. The results are given in Table 6 and Fig. 7, where all energies are relative to reactants.
We see that the MCG3 calculations are not sensitive to the choice of version number (the
versions represent two different ways to parameterize the theory; version 2s includes spin-orbit
effects explicitly, while version 2m includes them implicitly). Furthermore, the predicted energy
relative to reactants at the S4 barrier is in excellent agreement with the S4 value. However, the
MCG3 calculations clearly lead to a somewhat wider barrier, which would lead to less tunneling.
82

Recent calculations by Peterson and one of the authors

at the MRCI+Q/CBS level of theory,

using basis sets and extrapolation methods identical to those used for a recent highly accurate
potential surface for HOCl,

83

also yield a broader reaction barrier than that of the S4 surface.

However, the barrier heights predicted by these calculations are slightly higher than that of the
S4 surface. Therefore, it seems safe to conclude that the S4 barrier is certainly too thin but there
is still some uncertainty as to the correct barrier height.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Based on comparison of the quantum mechanical calculations using J-shifting to
experiment, it appears that the S4 surface barrier is either too low or too “thin” or both. New
electronic structure calculations by the MCG3 method point to the latter possibility, i.e., the S4
barrier is too thin. One can often gain a better understanding of which regions of the potential
energy surface are most significant by examining semiclassical calculations of the rate
coefficient, but the errors in the semiclassical calculations appear to be larger than usual in the
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present case. Further work is required to understand this since semiclassical and quantal results
agree much better for the KSG surface for this reaction as well as for other systems. The most
plausible explanation is that the effective potential for tunneling and/or overbarrier dynamics on
the S4 surface is very sensitive to bend-stretch and bend-rotation coupling, which were not
included in the VTST or semiclassical tunneling calculations. For example, since we found that
the large-curvature tunneling is sensitive to the treatment of the bend, we may question whether a
more accurate treatment of the bend could increase the large-curvature tunneling contributions
relative to the small-curvature and overbarrier ones. This possibility makes the present reaction
particularly interesting for further study. The results obtained by the adiabatic bend
approximation are also interesting. The adiabatic bend calculations treat two of the internal
degrees of freedom quantum mechanically, but the bend coordinate is assumed to be adiabatic
and is not available for corner cutting tunneling. This leads to worse agreement than
ICVT/µOMT with the fully quantum mechanical calculations, although a test showed that this is
apparently not due to neglect of corner cutting in the bend coordinate which is neglected in the
adiabatic bend calculations but not in ICVT/µOMT. Another possibility is that the larger values
of the QM/JS rate coefficients could be due to the dominance, in the full dimensional quantum
calculations, of resonances associated with the bending motion which are not included in the
ICVT/µOMT or reduced-dimensionality adiabatic-bend methods.
For the state-selected rate coefficients, the adiabatic-bend treatment is more accurate than
the model that assumes that the stretch mode is adiabatic along the reaction path up to the first
local maximum in the reaction path curvature, indicating that nonadiabaticity may set in a little
earlier.
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Table 1. Harmonic vibrational frequencies (cm–1) on the S4 surface
____________________________________________
stretch

other

_____________________________________________
reactant

2991

reactant-valley well

2935

186,a 148

saddle

1523

290, 1619i

product-valley well

3518

978, 287

product

3738

____________________________________________
a doubly degenerate

Table 2. Thermal rate coefficients (cm3 molecule–1 s–1) for the S4 surface.
________________________________________________________________________

T(K)

QCT

TST

ICVT

ICVT/

QM/

QM/

µOMT

AB-JS

JS

________________________________________________________________________
250
2.5(–18)
1.1(–18)
8.7(–19)
1.8(–17)
5.4(–18)
1.2(–16)
298

2.6(–17)

1.6(–17)

1.3(–17)

1.1(–16)

2.0(–17)

4.8(–16)

300

2.9(–17)

1.8(–17)

1.4(–17)

1.2(–16)

2.0(–17)

5.1(–16)

400

6.8(–16)

5.9(–16)

4.9(–16)

1.5(–15)

3.1(–16)

4.2(–15)

600

1.9(–14)

2.2(–14)

1.9(–14)

3.1(–14)

7.1(–15)

5.2(–14)

800

1.1(–13)

1.5(–13)

1.3(–13)

1.7(–13)

3.7(–14)

2.1(–13)

1000

3.3(–13)

5.1(–13)

4.2(–13)

5.1(–13)

1.0(–13)

5.1(–13)
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Table 3. Thermal rate coefficients (cm3 molecule–1 s–1) for the KSG surface
__________________________________________________________________________
QCT
T(K)

Ref. 51

TST

ICVT

ICVT/

QM/

µOMT

JS

__________________________________________________________________________
250

n.a.a

1.3(–17)

7.1(–18)

3.3(–17)

8.0(–17)

298

n.a.a

1.2(–16)

7.2(–17)

2.1(–16)

4.0(–16)

300

8.7(–17)

1.3(–16)

7.8(–17)

2.3(–16)

4.1(–16)

400

1.2(–15)

2.4(–15)

1.6(–15)

3.0(–15)

3.6(–15)

600

1.6(–14)

4.9(–14)

3.7(–14)

4.8(–14)

3.9(–14)

800

n.a.a

2.4(–13)

1.9(–13)

2.2(–13)

1.5(–13)

1000

n.a.a

6.9(–13)

5.6(–13)

6.1(–13)

3.4(–13)

anot available.
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Table 4. Arrhenius parameters for the calculated and experimental thermal rate coefficients
__________________________________________________________________________
A
T(K)

3

Ea
–1 –1

(cm molecule

s )

(kcal/mol)

__________________________________________________________________________
S4 Surface
QCT

1.5(–11)

7.9

TST

3.4(–11)

8.6

ICVT

3.1(–11)

8.7

ICVT/µOMT

1.3(–11)

6.9

QM/AB-JS

3.4(–12)

7.2

QM/JS

7.8(–12)

5.7

TST

2.9(–11)

7.2

ICVT

2.1(–11)

7.4

ICVT/mOMT

1.4(–11)

6.6

QM/JS

5.2(–12)

5.6

Ref. 68

8.6(–11)

6.4

Ref. 72

7.4(–12)

6.4

KSG Surface

Experiment
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Table 5. State-selected rate coefficients kv=1(T) for the S4 surface
ICVT-

T(K)

QCT

ICVT-

AS(PRP)/

QM/

QM/

AS(PRP)

SCT

AB-JS

JS

__________________________________________________________________________
250
1.8(–14)
3.0(–16)
3.0(–15)
6.3(–14)
4.0(–14)
298

4.4(–14)

1.7(–15)

8.4(–15)

1.1(–13)

7.9(–14)

300

4.5(–14)

1.8(–15)

8.7(–15)

1.1(–13)

8.1(–14)

400

1.5(–13)

1.8(–14)

4.2(–14)

2.3(–13)

2.2(–13)

500

3.5(–13)

7.4(–14)

1.3(–13)

3.9(–13)

4.3(–13)

Table 6. Single-point calculations of the energy along the S4 reaction path.
_______________________________________________________________________
Geometrya

VMEP (kcal/mol)

____________________________________________________

s(bohr)

‡

rOH

‡

rHCl

θ OHCl
‡

_________________________________________________________________

S4

MCG3–v2s

MCG3–v2m

_______________________________________________________________________
−∞ b

∞

2.411

–0.80

3.168

2.423

–0.40

2.823

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

115.9

4.73

5.50

5.37

2.460

124.7

7.19

7.87

7.77

2.424

2.664

131.6

9.78

9.65

9.56

0.44

2.014

3.051

130.5

4.06

6.95

6.67

0.74

1.913

3.336

120.8

–0.18

3.47

3.11

0.84

1.905

3.428

117.1

–1.16

2.54

2.31

1.827

∞

-0.09

–0.38

0.07

∞c

_______________________________________________________________________
aDistances in bohrs, angles in degrees
b

O + HCl

c

OH + Cl
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Thermal rate coefficients for the O(3P) + HCl reaction on the S4 potential energy
surface.
Figure 2. Comparison of the QM/JS (solid smooth curve), QM/AB-JS (dashed curve), QCT
(dot-dashed curve), ICVT/µOMT (triple-dot-dashed curve), and conventional
transition state (solid stepped curve) cumulative reaction probabilities for J = 0 on the
S4 PES. Note that the conventional TST result is based on the harmonic
approximation for this figure; it includes quantized vibrations at the saddle point, but
the reaction coordinate is treated classically. The ICVT/µOMT result also has
quantized harmonic vibrations and, in addition, variational effects and tunneling are
included.
Figure 3. Thermal rate coefficients for the O(3P) + HCl reaction on the KSG PES. Note that
the QCT results (taken from Ref. 59) extend only from 300 K to 600 K.
Figure 4. Rate coefficients for the O(3P) + HCl(v = 1) reaction on the S4 PES.
Figure 5. The potential along the minimum energy path (MEP), and the vibrationally adiabatic
potentials for v = 0 and v = 1 states on the S4 PES. For this figure, the vibrational
energies of both the stretch and the bend are calculated by the Morse I approximation.
Figure 6. QM (solid line with open symbols) and RD-AB (dashed line with filled symbols)
cumulative reaction probabilities for v = 1 on the S4 PES.
Figure 7. Potential energy (kcal/mol) along the S4 MEP. Three values are shown: the S4
surface itself (dotted curve), MCG3-v2m calculations (solid curve), and MCG3-v2s
calculations (dashed curve).
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